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MICkNN: Multi-Instance Covering kNN Algorithm
Shu Zhao, Chen Rui, and Yanping Zhang
Abstract: Mining from ambiguous data is very important in data mining. This paper discusses one of the tasks for
mining from ambiguous data known as multi-instance problem. In multi-instance problem, each pattern is a labeled
bag that consists of a number of unlabeled instances. A bag is negative if all instances in it are negative. A bag
is positive if it has at least one positive instance. Because the instances in the positive bag are not labeled, each
positive bag is an ambiguous. The mining aim is to classify unseen bags. The main idea of existing multi-instance
algorithms is to find true positive instances in positive bags and convert the multi-instance problem to the supervised
problem, and get the labels of test bags according to predict the labels of unknown instances. In this paper, we aim
at mining the multi-instance data from another point of view, i.e., excluding the false positive instances in positive
bags and predicting the label of an entire unknown bag. We propose an algorithm called Multi-Instance Covering
kNN (MICkNN) for mining from multi-instance data. Briefly, constructive covering algorithm is utilized to restructure
the structure of the original multi-instance data at first. Then, the kNN algorithm is applied to discriminate the false
positive instances. In the test stage, we label the tested bag directly according to the similarity between the unseen
bag and sphere neighbors obtained from last two steps. Experimental results demonstrate the proposed algorithm
is competitive with most of the state-of-the-art multi-instance methods both in classification accuracy and running
time.
Key words: mining ambiguous data; multi-instance; classification; constructive covering algorithm; kNN algorithm

1

Introduction

Multi-Instance (MI) problem was introduced to solve
the problem of musk activity prediction by Dietterich
et al.[1] Note that a specific drug molecule can adopt a
wide range of shapes by rotating some of its internal
bonds, as shown in Fig. 1. A molecule is active if one
or some of its shapes bind well to the target, though
the others do not. A molecule is inactive if none of its
configurations binds well to the target. In supervised
problem, each training sample is perfectly labeled;
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in unsupervised problem, all the training samples are
not labeled. Thus, supervised learning algorithms can
not achieve satisfactory results when dealing with MI
problem. In MI problem, all the training patterns are
only labeled at the bag-level. Each positive bag could
contain extensive false positive instances, therefore, the
proportion of the noises in the positive bag would be
extremely high.
Due to its particularity, MI problem has attracted

Fig. 1 The shape of a molecule changes as it rotates internal
bonds[1] .
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much attention and traditional supervised algorithms
cannot be used directly. More and more realworld data mining problems can be appropriately
[2-4]
modeled under MI category, such as web mining ,
text categorization[5, 6] , spam filtering[7] , contentbased image categorization[8, 9] ,
nature scene
[12-16]
[10, 11]
classification
, visual tracking
, object
[17]
[18]
detection , computer security , etc.
A large number of MI algorithms are proposed
to solve these MI problems. Some of them first
work on the instance-level and then combine the
classifications of instances to obtain the label of an
unknown bag, while others focus only on the baglevel without necessarily knowing the label of each
instance. It looks like majority of these approaches
belongs to instance-level group. For example, Dietterich
et al.[1] proposed three specialized tailored Axis-Parallel
Rectangle (APR) algorithms. Maron and LozanoPérez[19] proposed the first MI framework, Diverse
Density (DD). Zhang and Goldman[20] proposed the
EM-DD algorithm, as an enhanced version of DD,
which combines EM with DD together. Some introduce
a latent variable to calculate whether an instance is
from the concept, such as the mi-SVM method[5, 21]
and the methods in Refs. [22, 23]. A neural network
based MI algorithm named RBF-MIP, which is derived
from the popular Radial Basis Function (RBF) method
is proposed in Ref. [24] by Zhang and Zhou. Kwok
and Cheung[25] addressed the ambiguity of instance
labels in the design of MI kernels by using the
method of marginalized kernels. The maximum margin
MI clustering (M3 IC) algorithm which enables an
efficient optimization solution with a combination of
Constrained Concave-Convex Procedure (CCCP) and
the cutting plane method was coined by Zhang et al.[26]
Recently, the parallel MI algorithm MIBP which is
based on the parallel training of MI neural network was
designed by Li et al.[27]
For MI algorithms which belong to the bag-level,
Wang et al.[28] defined kernels between bags. Wang and
Zucker[29] proposed two MI learning kNN algorithms:
Bayesian-kNN and Citation-kNN, as variants of the
standard kNN algorithm. Zhou et al.[6] defined a graph
with instances from a bag. Deselaers and Ferrari[30]
treated bags as nodes and instances as the nodes states
in a conditional random field model. Babenko et al.[31]
modeled bags as manifolds in the instance space. Zhang
et al.[32] incorporated structure information between
bags or instances. Recently, Jiang et al.[33] proposed
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a bag-level algorithm called Bayesian Citation-kNN
(BCkNN) with distance weighting as an improved
version of MI lazy learning kNN algorithm.
Although many MI algorithms effectively worked,
it is noteworthy that almost all these algorithms
mentioned above try to select the positive bags or the
true positive instances in the positive bags rather than
exclude the false positive instances. When labeling the
unknown bags, if these algorithms can find positive
instances in a bag, the bag is positive; otherwise, the
bag is negative. These methods are very complex and
often take a long time to run.
As Maron[34] pointed out, the irregular structural
features of the positive bags, i.e., the ambiguity of
the positive bags leads to the inherent difficulty to
MI problem. In order to improve the classification
accuracy and reduce the complexity of the algorithm,
it is necessary to break through the restrictions of the
structure of the MI data set and reorganize the structure
of the bags, so that the real characteristics of the MI
data set can be revealed. In this paper, constructive
covering algorithm is utilized to generate a set of covers
to help exclude the false positive instances by using
kNN algorithm. In short, we reorganize the structure
of MI data using constructive covering algorithm,
exclude the false positive instances as many as possible,
discriminate the false positive instances, and label the
whole bags and sphere neighbors instead of labeling
single instances.

2
2.1

Related Work
Constructive covering algorithm

Constructive Covering Algorithm (CCA) was proposed
by Zhang and Zhang[35] in 1999, as a constructive
supervised learning algorithm for McCulloch-Pitts
Neural Model[36] . The main idea of CCA is mapping
all patterns in the data set to a d-dimensional sphere S d
at first. Then the sphere neighbors (Covers) are utilized
to divide the patterns.
Given a classification data set D D fXi jXi D
.xi ; yi /; i D 1; 2;    ; N; yi D 1; 2;    ; mg, where xi 2
Rd , y represents m classes. Let N and d be the size and
dimension of D, Xi D .xi ; yi / be a pattern in D. Let
Di be a subset of D, which contains all the patterns of
the i -th class, i D 1; 2;    ; m. The classification model
created by CCA is a cover set: C D fCi jCi D .c; r/; i D
1; 2;    g, where c is the center of a cover, r is its radius.
Since the dimension of instances in MI data set is
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identical, all input vectors can be restricted to a d dimensional hyper-sphere S d . The input vector is a
bounded set D of the d -dimensional space.
Define a transformation T :
p
T .x/ D .x; R2 kxk2 /; R > maxfkxkjx 2 Dg
(1)
Use T to do a projection: T : D ! S d , S d is a d dimensional sphere of the .d C1/-dimensional space. R
is the radius of the .d C1/-dimensional space, the value
of R must be greater or equal to the p
maximum value of
the mold length of all the instances. R2 kxk2 is the
additional value of x, i.e., the value of the .d C 1/dimension after projection as shown in Fig. 2.
After all the instances in D are projected upward on
S d by transformation T , construct a series of positive
covers (“positive sphere neighbors”) that only consist
of instances in the positive bags and a series of negative
covers (“negative sphere neighbors”) that only consist
of instances in the negative bags. This procedure is
shown as follows.
To generate the sphere neighbors that only contain
instances belonging to the same class, first of all, select
an instance xi 2 D, randomly. Let X be the set of
instances has the same label as xi . Therefore, the set of
instances has the opposite label from xi can be denoted
e.
as X
f
Then, we compute the distance d1 between xi and x
j,
f
x
j is the nearest instance from xi which belongs to the
e and the distance d between x and x , where
set of X
2
i
k
xk is the furthest instance from xi which belongs to the
set of X. Note that in CCA, d2 must be smaller than d1 .
The above procedure can be expressed as Eqs. (2) and
(3):
e
f
d1 D maxf < xi ; x
(2)
j > jxi 2 X; xj 2 X g
d2 D minf < xi ; xk > jxi ; xk 2 X; < xi ; xk >> d1 g
(3)
where ha; bi denotes the “inner product” between
instances a and b. Note that the bigger “inner product”

Fig. 2

Input vectors of instance x and their projections.

indicates the smaller distance.
Next, we calculate the radius of a sphere neighbor
so that in this sphere neighbor there are only instances
belonging to the same class (See Fig. 3). Let r be the
radius of a sphere neighbor. The following formula is
utilized to calculate the value of r:
r D .d1 C d2 /=2
(4)
The basic constructive covering algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1.
We are inspired by the inherent feature of CCA. That
is, the learning results of CCA is a series of C overs,
each of which only contains samples belonging to
the same class. It is this feature that makes CCA
very suitable for breaking through and reorganizing the
structure of MI data.
2.2

k-nearest neighbor algorithm

k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) algorithm[37] is one of the
most popular learning algorithms in data mining. kNN

Fig. 3

A sphere neighbor for classification.

Algorithm 1 Basic Constructive Covering Algorithm
Input:
D: Training set
m: Number of classes of training set
Output:
C : Cover sets
1: Define a transform:
p
T .x/ D .x; R2 kxk2 /; R > maxfkxkjx 2 Dg;
d
2: Use T .x/to do a projection: D ! S , where
d
S is an d -dimensional sphere in (d +1)-dimensional space;
3: C D ;
4: for i D 1 to m do
5:
while Di ¤  do
6:
Randomly select a pattern x from D;
7:
d1 D maxf< x; x 0 > jx 2 Di ; x 0 … Di g;
8:
d2 D minf< x; x 0 > jx; x 0 2 Di ; < x; x 0 >> d1 g;
9:
r D .d1 C d2 /=2;
10:
Create a cover ci with x as its center and r as its radius;
S
11:
C D C ci ;
12:
end while
13: end for
14: return C ;

Shu Zhao et al.: MICkNN: Multi-Instance Covering kNN Algorithm
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is well known for its relatively simple implementation
and decent results. The main idea of kNN algorithm is
to find a set of k objects in the training data that are
close to the test pattern, and base the assignment of a
label on the predominance of a particular class in this
neighbor. kNN is a lazy learning technique based on
voting and distances of the k nearest neighbors. Given
a training set D and a test pattern x, kNN computes
the similarity (distance) between x and the nearest k
neighbors. The label of x is assigned by voting from
the majority of neighbors.
The basic kNN algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.

3
3.1

MI Covering kNN (MICkNN) Algorithm
Definition of multi-instance problem

In this paper we follow the trend established by the
majority of the work in this field and assume the set
of class labels ˝ D fC; g. Let  be the instance
space. Then the MI problem is a function fMI W 2 !
˝. Given an MI data set D. The instances in D
are defined as fxk jk D 1; 2;    ; mg, thus, D D
fxk jk D 1; 2;    ; mg. All the instances in the positive
bags and negative bags is defined as D C and D ,
respectively, where D C D fxiC ji D 1; 2;    ; pg,
D D fxj jj D 1; 2;    ; ng, D D D C [ D . Let
d be the dimension of x. Note that, in MI problem,
each instance only belongs to one specific bag. In
other words, two different bags cannot share the same
instance. Therefore, given two MI bags Bi and Bj ,
T
Bi Bj D ∅.
3.2

Exclude the noises in positive bags

An example of the original distribution of MI data in the
two-dimensional space is given in Fig. 4.
Algorithm 2 Basic kNN Algorithm
Input:
D: Training set
n: Number of patterns in D
x: Test pattern
Output:
`: label of x
1: for i D 1 to n do
2:
Compute d.x; xi /, the distance between x and xi ;
3: end for
4: Select the set of k nearest training patterns for x;
5: ` D arg max2L f . D class.cxi //;
f ./ is an indicator function that returns the value 1 if its
argument is true and 0 otherwise.
6: return `;

Fig. 4 The original distribution of MI bags before
preprocess.

Unfilled shapes represent feature vectors of positive
bags and filled shapes represent feature vectors of
negative bags. All points of the same shape denote
feature vectors of the same bag. For example, the bag
“unfilled regular hexagon” is a positive bag and it has
four instances. As Fig. 4 depicts, from the distribution
of instances in each positive bag, we cannot find the
distribution pattern that the instances in each positive
bag have got to abide due to the existence of the false
positive instances in each positive bag. Specifically,
it is difficult to find a linear or non-linear dividing
line to separate the positive bags and the negative
bags precisely. On the other hand, the distribution
of instances in the same positive bag is random and
discrete. From our perspective, it is precisely because of
the irregular structural features of the positive bags, i.e.,
the ambiguity of the positive bags leads to the inherent
difficulty of MI problem.
The learning result of CCA is a Cover set and this
feature that makes CCA very suitable for breaking
through and restructuring the structure of MI data. By
regarding the Cover set as the new structure of MI
bags, the original structure of bags is reorganized from
irregular to regular, so that the false positive instances
can be excluded.
In order to discriminate the noises in the positive
bags, construct a set PCover D fPCoveri ji D 1; 2;    ;
pg that only contains instances from the positive
bags and a set NCover = fNCoverj jj D 1; 2;    ; ng
that only contains instances from the negative bags,
respectively. Thus, the irregular discrete structure of bag
can be broken through by converting the original data
S
set into a set Cover D PCover NCover as depicted
in Fig. 5. The new structure C over is very convenient

Tsinghua Science and Technology, August 2013, 18(4): 360-368
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Fig. 5 The bag structure of MI data set after
preprocess. Instances from negative bags are covered
by “thick lines”; instance from positive bags are covered by
“thin lines”.

for excluding the false positive instances in the positive
sphere neighbors by using kNN algorithm. The details
are as follows.
First, construct the set Cover by using CCA. After
this procedure, kNN is utilized to exclude the false
positive sphere neighbors that mainly consist of false
positive instances. According to the kNN algorithm, a
Coveri obtained by CCA is considered as a whole. For
each PCoveri , if the majority of its nearest neighbors
are belong to the set NCover, we delete it from the
set PCover and add it to the set NCover. The distance
between Coveri and Coverj can be calculated by using
Hausdorff distance. Edgar[38] and Wang and Zucker[29]
pointed out two kinds of such Hausdorff distance, that
is maximal Hausdorff distance (maxHD) and minimal
Hausdorff distance (minHD ).
According to the definition, given two sets of
instances A D fa1 ;    ; am g and B D fb1 ;    ; bn g.
The maxHD is defined as
maxHD.A; B/ D maxfh.A; B/; h.B; A/g
(5)
where
h.A; B/ D max min ka

bk

(6)

The minHD is defined as
minHD.A; B/ D min ka

bk

(7)

a2A b2B

where ka
bk is the Euclidean distance between
instance a and instance b.
The complete description of excluding the noises in
positive bags is illustrated in Algorithm 3.
After preprocess the MI data in the first stage,
the original structure of MI data set is converted

Algorithm 3 Exclude the Noises in Positive Bags
Input:
D D D C [ D : MI data set
p: The cardinality of PCover
n: The cardinality of NCover
Output:
S
Cover = PCover NCover: Cover sets consist all instances
in D
1: PCover =∅, NCover = ∅;
2: p D 0, n D 0;
3: repeat
4:
Randomly select an instance x from D;
5:
if x 2 D C then
6:
Obtain PCoveri using CCA;
7:
D C D D C PCoveri ;
8:
p D p C 1;
9:
else
10:
Obtain NCoverj using CCA;
11:
D DD
NCoverj ;
12:
n D n C 1;
13:
end if
14: until D = ∅;
15: PCover D fPCoveri ji D 1; 2; :::; pg;
16: NCover D fNCoverj jj D 1; 2; :::; ng;
17: for i D 1 to p do
18:
Compute HD(PCoveri , Cover);
19:
`i D Learner.kNN/
20:
if `i D 1 then
21:
`(PCoveri ) = 1;
22:
PCover D PCover PCoveri
S
23:
NCover D NCover PCoveri ;
24:
end if
25: end for
S
26: return Cover D PCover
NCover;

into positive cover set PCover and negative cover set
NCover. In addition, a fair amount of false positive
instances in the set PCover are excluded.
3.3

Predict the labels of test bags

In this stage, a PCoveri or an NCoverj is treated as
the new structure of a bag, then the kNN algorithm
at the bag-level is utilized to predict the real labels
of the unknown bags. Because of a large number of
noises in the positive bags are excluded during the
procedures above. It is quite convenient to predict the
labels of test bags by using kNN algorithm at the baglevel. We compute the similarity between each test bag
and its nearest neighbors, if there are more negative
C overs around a test bag, the label of the test bag is
negative, otherwise positive. The complete description
of the predict algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 4.

Shu Zhao et al.: MICkNN: Multi-Instance Covering kNN Algorithm
Algorithm 4 Predict the Labels of Test Bags
Input:
S
Cover D PCover NCover: Cover sets
testBags: The set of test bags
t : The number of test bags
Output:
L: Label set of test bags
1: for i D 1 to t do
2:
Compute HD(testBagi , Cover);
3:
`i D Learner.kNN/
4:
if `i D 1 then
5:
L(testBagi ) = 1;
6:
else
7:
L(testBagi ) = +1;
8:
end if
9: end for
10: return L;

4

Experiments

All the experimental results and analysis are
summarized in this section. MICkNN excludes the
false positive instances at the cover-level and labels
the unknown bags at the bag-level. The experiments
are performed on two real world benchmark date
sets. All the experiments are performed on a 2.8 GHz
Inter Pentium Dual-Core PC running Windows 7 with
2.0 GB main memory.
4.1

Data sets

Musk data sets (ftp://ftp.ics.uci.edu/pub/machinelearning-databases/musk/), i.e., Musk1 and Musk2
are the only real-world benchmark data sets for MI
problem so far. There are 92 bags in Musk1, 47 of them
are active and the remaining 45 are inactive. There
are 102 bags in Musk2, 39 of them are active and the
remaining 63 are inactive.
Note that the main difference between the two data
sets is that Musk2 contains molecules that have more
possible conformations than Musk1. The total instances
of Musk1 and Musk2 are 476 among 92 bags and 6598
in 102 bags. The average instances per bag is 5.2 in
Musk1, but the average instances per bag is 64.7 in
Musk2. Thus, the proportion of the noise of positive
bags in Musk2 is much greater than that in Musk1. This
makes the prediction of Musk2 even more difficult than
Musk1. Some detailed information of these two Musk
data sets are shown in Table 1.
4.2

Experimental methods and results

We perform several iterations of 10-fold cross
validation for different values of k1 and k2 . k1 is the
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Table 1

Summary description of the two Musk data sets.

Data set Musk
Musk 1
Musk 2

47
63

Non- Total
Instances per bag
Musk bags Total Min Max Average
45
92
476 2
40
5.2
39
102 6598 1 1044
64.7

value of kNN algorithm applied to exclude the noises in
Algorithm 3. k2 is the value of kNN algorithm used to
label the test bags in Algorithm 4. In addition, two kinds
of Hausdorff distance: minHD and maxHD are used for
experiments.
In each 10-fold cross validation run, the data set
is randomly divided into 10 partitions. The learner is
then trained 10 times, with each iteration involving a
different combination of 9 partitions as the training set
and the remaining one partition as the testing set.
The details of experimental results are shown in
Table 2. The value of k1 used in the first stage for
discriminating the false positive covers is set to 1, 3, 5,
and 7, respectively. The value of k2 used in the second
stage for predicting the labels of test bags is set the
same value as k1 . Since the value of k1 and k2 are both
odd numbers, the situation that the number of positive
covers or bags equals the negative covers or bags in the
kNN algorithm will not happen.
For Musk1, the minHD method acquired the best
prediction accuracy 92.8%, wherein k1 =3, k2 =3. For
Musk2, the minHD method acquired the best prediction
accuracy 91.2%, wherein k1 =1, k2 =7. Obviously, the
Table 2 The performance of MICkNN (% correct) on two
Musk data sets.
k1 k2

1

3

5

7

1
3
5
7
1
3
5
7
1
3
5
7
1
3
5
7

Musk1
Musk2
minHD (%) maxHD (%) minHD (%) maxHD (%)
87.8
76.8
87.3
78.0
85.3
81.3
86.4
84.2
84.6
80.3
86.4
73.4
92.0
74.0
91.2
77.3
87.8
76.8
89.7
78.0
92.8
77.6
86.4
74.2
82.4
77.3
91.3
74.3
92.0
75.0
84.0
70.1
91.1
79.1
82.0
78.2
91.3
75.3
78.6
74.3
86.4
80.4
83.1
70.3
92.2
79.6
75.6
69.3
89.3
82.5
80.3
78.5
87.1
80.4
81.2
74.8
91.0
76.3
82.8
68.7
83.1
74.0
78.6
70.1
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performance of minHD is much more effective than
maxHD. Additionally, it seems that when the value of k
is smaller, the performance is better.
4.3

Experimental comparisons and analysis

Various learning algorithms have been adapted to
the MI problem. We compare MICkNN both with
previous instance-level classifiers and bag-level
classifiers. Tables 3-6 show that the performance of
Table 3

Accuracy on Musk1 benchmark MI data set.
Algorithm

Instance-level methods

Bag-level methods

Table 4

Iterated-APR
DD
EM-DD
mi-SVM
MILIS
BP-MIP
ISMIBP
Bayesian-kNN
Citation-kNN
BCkNN
MICkNN

Running time on Musk1 benchmark MI data set.
Algorithm

Iterated-APR
DD
EM-DD
Instance-level methods
mi-SVM
MILIS
BP-MIP
ISMIBP
Bayesian-kNN
Bag-level methods
Citation-kNN
BCkNN
MICkNN
Table 5

Accuracy (%)
92.4
88.9
96.8
87.4
88.6
83.7
83.8
90.2
92.4
92.2
92.8

Computation time (s)
465
61 240
36 310
N/A
N/A
123
130
N/A
30
48
35

Accuracy on Musk2 benchmark MI data set.
Algorithm

Instance-level methods

Bag-level methods

Iterated-APR
DD
EM-DD
mi-SVM
MILIS
BP-MIP
ISMIBP
Bayesian-kNN
Citation-kNN
BCkNN
MICkNN

Accuracy (%)
89.2
82.5
96.0
83.6
91.1
80.4
78.6
82.4
86.3
83.2
91.2

Table 6

Running time on Musk2 benchmark MI data set.
Algorithm

Computation time (s)
Iterated-APR
1560
DD
184 320
EM-DD
42 370
Instance-level methods
mi-SVM
N/A
MILIS
N/A
BP-MIP
3510
ISMIBP
3525
Bayesian-kNN
N/A
Citation-kNN
5920
Bag-level methods
BCkNN
6617
MICkNN
6739

MICkNN is competitive with most well-established MI
learning algorithms both in accuracy and computation
time. The first seven algorithms are instance-level MI
algorithms and the last four algorithms are bag-level
MI algorithms.
For the classification accuracy, Table 3 and Table 5
report the highest prediction accuracy of the compared
MI algorithms and MICkNN achieved in Musk1
and Musk2. For the bag-level multi-instance kNN
algorithms, including MICkNN, the average precisions
of the compared bag-level MI kNN algorithms are
not available due to the value of k can be an
arbitrary integer. For details, MICkNN only lags behind
iterated-APR and EM-DD in Musk1 and EM-DD
in Musk2. Actually, the average prediction accuracy
of EM-DD is 84.8% for Musk1 and 84.9% for
Musk2[6, 9, 30, 39, 40] . Currently, MICkNN can catch up
with EM-DD sometimes when the value of k is
appropriate. In addition, MICkNN outperforms other
bag-level MI learning kNN algorithms, i.e., BayesiankNN, Citation-kNN, and BCkNN. Besides, for the task
of predicting the molecule activity of Musk2 data
set, only MICkNN achieves the prediction accuracy
above 90%. This illustrates that MICkNN algorithm can
effectively exclude a lot of noises in the benchmark MI
data set when compare with other bag-level MI kNN
algorithms. In addition, please note that only MICkNN
has the ability to restructure the structure of the original
bag of MI data.
For the computation time, the running time of the
instance-level MI algorithms often take more time than
the bag-level algorithms. MICkNN is faster than all
the instance-level MI algorithms and can compete with
the other bag-level kNN algorithms when deal with
Musk1. For Musk2, the CPU time is comparable with
the other bag-level kNN algorithms.

Shu Zhao et al.: MICkNN: Multi-Instance Covering kNN Algorithm
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Conclusions

In this paper, a novel algorithm MICkNN for mining MI
data is proposed. First, in order to discriminate the false
positive instances, CCA is utilized to break through and
restructure the structure of the original bags so that the
noises in the positive bags can be excluded by using
kNN algorithm. Then, the set of C overs constructed
are regarded as a whole for labeling the unknown
bags. MICkNN is a cover-level MI algorithm, it is
different from the previous bag-level and instance-level
MI methods. MICkNN is very convenient for excluding
the false positive instances in MI data and predicting the
labels of unknown bags. The experimental results show
that MICkNN is competitive with the state-of-the-art MI
algorithms.
Whether other supervised learning algorithms can
be applied to discriminate the noises in positive bags
and label the unknown bags is one of our future
work. Besides, we will also explore the specific
applications of MICkNN algorithm. In addition, the
same as Bayesian-kNN, Citation-kNN, and BCkNN, the
basic Euclidean distance is also utilized to measure
the similarity between instances in MICkNN. Whether
some novel proposed similarity measures can be applied
to improve the accuracy of MICkNN is also one of the
main directions for our future work.
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